In collaboration with InCord Play, the InCord Theatre Division is proud to offer custom netting and rope solutions for scenery and theming applications. These versatile products provide unique visual appeal on-stage or in event spaces, indoors or out.

**Trellis Lighting Nets**
Create a beautiful, dream-like environment of streaming light which hangs like trailing rain drops. Typically, vertical light strings are hung in a curtain pattern, or single strings hung from tree limbs. By contrast, InCord netting for trellis lighting provides a full grid of possible drop points to randomize light strings or control the density of lighting. The net panels are custom-produced to install where you need them, capable of spanning open areas such as courtyards, lobbies, and theatre stages.

**ProManila Ultra™ Synthetic Rope**
InCord’s ProManila Ultra is a synthetic rope, designed to mimic the look and feel of natural Manila rope; ideal for your next nautical or pirate-themed production. This polyolefin fiber rope offers tremendous load bearing capacity compared to natural rope and won’t deteriorate over time.

**Theatrical Rope Nets**
InCord custom theatrical rope nets are interactive scenic elements which can be incorporated into a performance. Designed for climbing, swinging or walking, and made to any size or shape, the creative possibilities are endless.

Hand-woven from either high-strength polyester rope or ProManila Ultra II, cargo style rope nets from InCord are built for repeat performances. The safe and reliable construction can withstand multiple performers at once, giving choreographers the freedom to use netting as their canvas.